Before You Sign a Roofing Contract - Find Out:

Why most flat roofs fail within 5-10 years...and
how the Vanguard Waterproofing System will
hold for a generation

INSIDE DISCOVER HOW TO:

 Avoid classic pitfalls like blistering,
punctures and rotting timbers

 Make sure your roofer - and your

roofing system - are up to the task

 Get the figures you need, without
getting pestered for business
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FLAT ROOFING
SOLUTIONS
Stephen Day & Paull Newsome

A COMPLETE GUIDE FOR: HOMEOWNERS - LANDLORDS - PROPERTY
DEVELOPERS - ARCHITECTS - COMMERCIAL SITE MANAGERS

If you’re adding a flat roof, let’s make
sure it stands the test of time
Welcome - and thanks for choosing
this vital guide to adding a hardwearing, low maintenance flat roof.
We’re going to share a wealth of information with you.
So you can decide, independently, where you go from
here.
This is important. Choose the wrong roof or the
wrong roofer, and the results can be disastrous.
So please read the whole guide now, from cover
to cover.
Yes, we know roofing is not the most exciting topic!
You’ve got far more interesting things to do with your
time - we get that.
But if you’re seriously thinking of adding or upgrading a
flat roof - for domestic or commercial use, new build or
retrofit - there are things you need to know. Pitfalls to
avoid.
You see, every week we meet people who wish they
could turn the clock back. Some who were sold a roof
that didn’t suit their situation - and others who hired a
roofer who botched the job and disappeared.
Every time, they’re left with stress and upheaval on an
epic scale. And we can tell you, that’s much more than
a financial setback.
We’ve seen homes spoiled. Possessions ruined.
Relationships pushed to the limit. Commercial premises
compromised. New build projects failing.
And every customer says the same four words:

That’s why we’ve written this guide. Rogue suppliers,
Cowboys and pushy salesmen are wrecking customer’s
lives, and giving our industry a bad name. We want to set
the record straight.
As roofing veterans with thousands of installations
behind us, we’re going to show you:

How flat roofing works - and why so many
roofs fail

The Vanguard PVC Single-Ply System, and how it
takes all the risk away

And how to cost your project (without giving
sales reps a foot-in-the-door)

Let’s dive in and get started now...because there’s a lot
to get through.

Stephen and Paull
Proactive Flat Roofing Solutions
P.S. This guide will give you some clarity. But still, there’s
no substitute for talking to a professional - someone who
can inspect your property, look at your circumstances,
and recommend a solution.
So if you’re still not sure
where to go from here,
don’t worry. We’re here
to help, and there’s a
special offer waiting for
you at the end...

“If only I’d known”.

WARNING: untrained installers wreak havoc.
Choose your roofing partner wisely!
Over the next few pages, we’ll look at the
science behind flat roofing: what’s inside
the roof, and how different waterproofing
systems stack up.
But before we get to that, let’s look at the most urgent
matter of all: your choice of roofing partner. Even the
best materials will fail if the roof is poorly designed or
installed. So you’ll need to choose carefully - whether
that means us or another reputable firm.

and that was followed by years of continuous
improvement. This mix of structured training and
practical on-the-job experience was invaluable, and set
a high standard across the roofing industry.
But that started to change in the late 80s, when
construction apprenticeships fell away.

Botched installations are more
common than you’d think
The sad truth is, industry standards have plummeted in
the space of a generation. In the past, roofers would
serve a 5-year apprenticeship just to learn the basics -
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When poor insulation causes
condensation, the roof can start to sag

New installers were badly trained, and so quality suffered.
Then when recession hit in the 90s, standards fell again as
construction workers moved into roofing without specialist
training.
Felt manufacturers reacted by creating torch-on systems that
could be installed by DIYers and labourers. So now we had
novice installers fitting flimsy materials!
Low quality roofing became the norm. Small local builders
were installing roofs, to fill their order books. Glazing firms
joined the party, and hired cheap untrained crews. New
roofers began trading, thinking they’d pick it up as they went
along.
It was a free-for-all, as all these people gate-crashed the
industry - bringing down standards, because they didn’t
recognise their own limitations.
And standards tumbled further, as rogue roofers hit the
streets.
Working door to door, or leafleting, these unscrupulous types
would offer free roof inspections. Not surprisingly, they’d claim
the whole roof had to be replaced. And they’d win the work
with cut-price offers, backed by bold - but worthless guarantees.
“Bold” because they’d claim to cover the roof for 40 years trumping industry standard guarantees that range from 10-20
years (and even our guarantee of 25 years!)
And “worthless” because they’re never insurance-backed.
No legitimate insurer would offer this level of cover.
It was all a lie. But consumers were drawn to it, so the lowcost/high-reassurance con kept rogue roofers in business.
They’d botch the roof, by skipping key steps to save time and
money. Knowing that once they’d packed up and left the
area, the roof would fail.

We’d love to say these rogues and cowboys
are a thing of the past. But as you’ve seen on
TV consumer shows, the practice is still rife
today.
The good news is, apprenticeships are slowly making a
comeback. But right now, well trained and experienced flat
roofers are still in short supply - so most roofs are still mis-sold
and poorly installed.
There’s no official number on this. But anecdotally, only a
small percentage of flat roofs built today will stay the distance.
So before you allow anyone to work on your roof, it’s essential
that you check their training and experience. Look for reviews
from long-term customers. Scrutinise their guarantees.
And make sure they’re registered with The Construction
Industry Training Board (CITB) or a similar body.
If they fail these simple tests, there’s a serious risk that
your roof will fail in their hands.
Of course, an expert flat roofer won’t be the cheapest
option, when non-professionals are competing aggressively - on price.
But you’ve heard the phrase buy cheap, pay twice!
A quality roofing system, properly installed and
guaranteed, will cost you far less in the long run in money, time and hassle.

Look for The
11 Danger Signs
1. Lack of certification or accreditation
2. No training or qualifications
3. No project samples or testimonials that you
can check independently
4. Inability to answer questions of a technical
nature
5. A cheap quote that’s light on detail: no cost
breakdown or schedule
6. Wriggle Room: do they leave it open-ended, so
they can hike up the price with sundries?
7. A long-term guarantee that seems too good
to be true
8. Failing to offer insulation and vapour control
as standard
9. Starting the job immediately, before you
have time to change your mind
10. Turning up with installers who appear
inexperienced
11. Flouting basic Health & Safety Laws
Even if the project has already begun...if you’re
concerned, call in a certified roofer immediately

A Simple Check:
is your roofing company registered
with any of these bodies?
Federation of Master Builders
The largest trade association in the
UK construction industry, the FMB
are champions for continuous
improvement in building standards.
www.fmb.org.uk

CompetentRoofer
The UK's government-licensed
scheme that allows professional
roofing contractors to self-certify
work on domestic and commercial
projects.
www.competentroofer.co.uk

National Federation of Roofing Contractors
Around 2 in 3 reputable UK
roofers belong to the NFRC: a
long-standing body that promotes
exacting professional standards.
www.nfrc.co.uk

Trustmark
A government endorsed vetting
scheme that covers all 3
cornerstones of quality: good
trading practices, good customer
service and technical competence.
www.trustmark.org.uk

To be clear: very few flat roofers belong to all
these bodies. But a professional outfit will
belong to at least one or two.
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Here comes the science bit...
What’s in a Flat Roof Anyway?
Let’s take a look at the roof itself, and some lessons from the past.
A flat roof is a few essential pieces, packed together.
Firstly, above the ceiling, there’s a structural deck usually a timber frame, supported by joists. Then at the
top, there’s a waterproofing layer. Traditionally, a basic
felt covering - but today there are far more options, as
we’ll cover shortly.
Then in the middle? Well, hopefully there’s insulation
and vapour control, to keep heat and condensation in
line.
But that depends on when your roof was built - and
who built it for you!
That sounds a bit cryptic! So we’ll explain...starting with
the roofer’s age-old nemesis.

Interstitial Condensation
As you might know, condensation is a hazard of
modern living. And it can cause huge problems in the
roof space.
Why? Because an average family produces 20 pints of
moisture every day.

20 pints! That’s a whole builders’ bucket...
5 gallons... 12 litres... every single day!
And that’s just the average. That figure grows, the
more water you use in your home. For example,
one hour of a tumble dryer adds another 2 pints.
Mostly, it stems from kitchens, bathrooms and utility
rooms - the spaces that produce a flurry of warm water
vapours.

The effect of interstitial
condensation on the structural deck
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This roof was only 2 years old when condensation and
poor ventilation rotted it from the inside.

And where does all that moisture go? Upwards, into
the roof.
Where it collides with the cold air from above - causing
interstitial condensation on the structural deck.
Let it linger there, and the deck is going to rot. The top
layer will blister and split. And soon enough, the roof
will fail.

So, how has that challenge been faced...?

Roofing trends and regulations have
changed over the years...
PRE-WAR HOUSING
Most older houses are solid - built with a sturdy timber
deck. But they were built without ventilation, so there’s
no external air flowing through the roof space.

The Cold
Roof

When warm and cold air streams
merge, some condensation forms mostly on the less ventilated parts
of the deck.

Cold air meets the
surface of the roof.
50mm
Air Gap

The Dew
Point

Structural
Deck

Waterproofing
Layer

Result: when condensation forms, there’s nothing
to fight against it.

Mold and spores can also
form in the roof space,
causing health problems.

Warm and
cold air
escape
through
ventilation
gaps...

THE POST-WAR HOUSING BOOM
The 60s brought two major changes: cheaper building
materials, and mandatory insulation.
MATERIALS: in new houses, the roof decks were often
made of chipboard - compressed blocks of sawdust,
that rot easily when wet.

Joist

...while cold
air creates a
down draft
into the living
space below.

Air
Vent

INSULATION: new regulations in 1965 specified a
minimum 12mm of insulation for new roofs and
refurbishments. (Today, if you use the same

materials, that figure is 280mm)

These changes were hailed at the time, but they
let condensation thrive.

Mineral
Wool
Insulation

Air flows in from
outside: a natural
weapon against
condensation.

Wall &
Plaster Board

Warm moist air
rises through
ceiling and vent.

Here’s why. Most insulation was fitted between the
joists - directly above the ceiling. So as air vapours rose
into the roof, they got warmer. Condensation got more
aggressive. And still, there was no ventilation to attack it.

The warm roof is the best of all worlds. It’s a
much more efficient way to keep heat in during
winter, and keep it out in the summer. A bit like
throwing a duvet over the top of the roof!

Result: a brittle roof, on borrowed time.

So, when an old roof gets refurbished, it should
be converted - like this...

THE COLD ROOF ERA
In 1986, new regulations ushered in the “Cold Roof”.
Now, roofers had to leave a 2-inch ventilation gap, so
air could flow in and blast the condensation. Just like
switching on the air-con when a car windscreen gets misty.
It was all good in theory. But it created new problems.
Ventilation paths can’t serve every inch of every roof. So
as warm air rises, condensation can still form in patches.
Plus, if insulation is poor, warm air can escape through
the vents. Then in winter, there’s a chill wind blowing
through the house.

The Warm
Roof
Prevents
overflow

Roof height rises
by 120mm

Water Check
Detail

The Dew Point is
now above the
structural deck.

Insulation stops cold air
from entering the roof.

Solid PIR
Insulation
Boards

The warm and cold air
streams are kept apart
by the PIR boards. So
condensation can’t
form.
Structural
Deck

Waterproofing
Layer

Result: rotting timber again. Rising fuel bills. Plus
(often) unseen mould and spores, that bring
multiple health risks.

TODAY…THE AGE OF THE WARM ROOF
Nowadays, there’s a new premium standard: the “Warm
Roof”. It uses a new solid insulation board, known as
PIR (Polyisocyanurate), that’s fixed above the roof deck
and topped with moisture-tolerant boards.
This set-up changes the ‘Dew Point’ - the place where
warm and cold air streams merge and turn to liquid.
That point now sits above the deck, contained within
the boards. So, there’s no moisture.
Result: condensation can’t form on the deck. Plus,
there’s no need for ventilation, so the old gaps can
be filled in. So finally, there’s
no draught left blowing
However, the
through the house.

The Dew
Point

Vapour
Control
Layer
Timber
Hard
Edge

Vent is
Sealed

Warm air
can’t escape,
so heating
bills come
down.

Joist

Vent is
Sealed

Mineral
Wool
Insulation

No cold air
blowing into the
roof from below.

Wall &
Plaster Board

Warm moist air rises
through ceiling and
vent...and stays in
the roof.

With cold air
locked out
of the roof,
there’s no
downdraft
flowing into
the living
space.

structure of the roof is only the
beginning. You still have to consider the top layer the waterproofing. Let’s take a look at that now...
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Waterproofing: the decision that will
make or break the roof
Let’s assume you’re building - or converting
to - a warm roof. So far, so good. You’ve
eliminated a huge risk already.
But the real hazard comes at the next hurdle:
waterproofing. Get this right, and your roof will hold
tight for 25-40 years, or more. But choose the wrong
system, or the wrong roofer, and it will be a thorn in
your side. Until the day you say “enough is enough”,
rip it out…and fit a replacement.

THE BRUISING EFFECT OF THE ELEMENTS
Sun, rain, snow, frost, wind…the waterproofing layer is
up there in all conditions. Even with careful
maintenance, many roofs succumb after just a few
years. Blisters, splits and cracks appear, and let the water
through.

So what do you need from your top layer?
Well, it all starts with the weather. Every flat roof is
locked in a constant battle with the elements. From
season to season, the pressure is relentless. So no
wonder roofers call our natural weathering cycle
“The Silent Destroyer!”
All in, the weather presents three major challenges:

PONDING WATER
When pools of standing water form, they can seep into
joins and flashings - then freeze, and stress the
waterproof layer. It speeds up cracking and splitting,
allowing water to penetrate through the layers.
Meanwhile, the weight of water adds extra stress to the
roof structure.
And worse - if moss gathers, it turns the rooftop into a
giant sponge! Creating a vicious circle: more moss, more
water, more weight…and on it goes.

BUILDING MOVEMENT
Every 24 hours, the earth goes through warming and
cooling phases - and buildings respond by expanding in
heat and contracting in the cold. Naturally then, the
roof has to breathe as the property shifts below it. And
if it can’t, the endless stress and strain will take its toll.

For this reason, flat roofs should be slanted a little to
support run-off. But many are built by novices, and laid
100% flat - meaning, failure is only a question of when.

Leaking water takes time to
appear…but when it comes, pay
attention!
The first drops of water can take years to push through
the roof’s defences. And if they’re just a trickle at first,
the signs are often ignored. We often hear “It’s only just
started leaking” and “We’ll just keep an eye on it”.
But that’s crazy. Because that first leak can be a stark
warning, highlighting a much deeper problem: that the
roof has been failing ever since water began to descend.
It stands to reason. If that first breech was years ago,
more and more water will have seeped in since. And
day after day, the structural deck will have come under
attack.
So by the time you inspect the leak, the damage could
be extensive. It could mean significant repairs - or even
a whole new roof.
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You can’t avoid the weather cycle.
So what can you do?
Regular inspection is one answer. If the roof is professionally checked at least once a year
- ideally in the spring - you’ll spot problems before they get out of hand.
Otherwise, it’s a case of out of sight, out of mind. And
eventually, you’ll be left with three options - all bringing
additional cost:
1 - Rebuild the substructure with new calculated
falls
2 - Fit a tapered insulation system that will create
the falls you need
3 - Fit a new waterproofing system that’s totally
resilient. One that:

Moves with the building, through expansion
and contraction

Won’t blister, split or crack, no matter what the
weather brings

Won’t let moisture or pools of water permeate
through the membrane

Stands up to frost and ice, so won’t distress
when a pool freezes over

Of course, it’s better to get this right first time, by
choosing the best waterproofing system from day one.

How do you decide?
Naturally, some systems are a safer choice than others. But unfortunately, it’s easy to
make the wrong decision, because most - but not all - carry a risk of some kind.
Some absorb or trap in moisture. Some crack too easily.
And some are so specialist, even highly trained roofers
can make big mistakes.
And that’s in an ideal world, where you hire a quality
roofer who uses good materials!
The risk is multiplied if you’re dealing with a rogue or
cowboy roofer. They won’t have access to the best
products, as top manufacturers won’t supply them to
just any old roofer.
So you’ll end up with a cheap alternative - something
flimsy and ineffective, that anyone can buy online or
from a builders’ merchant.
These imitation products are a major problem in the UK
right now. They’ve flooded the market, all claiming to
be fit for purpose. So they’re blindsiding buyers, from
householders to architects and developers.
Meaning, more and more roofs are failing in the first
10 years.

Some EPDM can shrink and
pull away from the edges

It’s a confusing mess - no doubt
about it. So let’s get some clarity,
by looking at the most popular
systems. How do they stack up?

Poor joins cause lasting
damage on an EPDM roof
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Felt & Asphalt Roofs
Historically, most flat roofs used these
materials, because nothing else was
available. And even now, DIYers and
jobbing builders often swear by it because it’s cheap, and it can be installed
without specialist training.
In fact, the builder might
tell you stronger systems
are an “expensive luxury”!

Typical split
edges on a felt
roof

In truth, however, the
material is not built to last.
After a few years, ponding
can cause a build-up of
moss and lichen over the
top layer. This mass will
soak up water and keep it
from draining away - and
eventually, that water will
find its way into the roof.

All felt and asphalt roofs can suffer this, to some extent.
And if you buy at the cheaper end of the range, there
are further risks too.
Low-grade felt and asphalt products will struggle in all
weathers. During summer, UV can break down the oils
in the bitumen until they evaporate. And in cold
weather, splits occur around perimeters and flashings.
And that problem is often compounded by poor
installation. Untrained roofers will botch the more
difficult tasks, like sealing the joins. And if they install
on a cold day, moisture can get trapped below the top
layer. Then as the seasons change, that moisture will
turn to water and freeze.
With so many weaknesses, the roof becomes more and
more brittle with each passing year.
So as the building expands and contracts, cracks appear
in the surface. Then it’s only a matter of time until the
whole roof fails.
And what of those other systems?

Glass Reinforced Plastic
(GRP) Fibreglass Roofs
GRP roofs are renowned for being tough,
but they’re not immune to the effects of
ponding. They’re subject to osmosis, that
creates tiny hairline cracks in the surface letting water seep in over time to rot the
sub-deck below.
(Ask any Marine Surveyor about GRP Boat Hulls!)
GRP is also vulnerable to building movement. It’s laid
as a tight shell, but bonded to a timber deck that’s
designed to expand and contract. So inevitably, when
it’s elongated, it can stress and break away from the
wall.
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What’s more, it’s a complex
product with plenty of scope
for error. For example, the
resin is mixed on site, up
there on the rooftop. So the
weather and mixing can spoil
the product before it even
goes down. Plus, the GRP
won’t bond unless the
substrate is 100% dry. Get
this wrong, and the roof will
delaminate and fail within a
few years.

New GRP roof
with osmosis

With all these hazards, even a highly skilled roofer can
struggle with GRP. An installation that looks good at
first can fail within a few years. And a good job on one
roof is no guarantee that the next roof will meet the
same standard.
And that’s with a professional! Use an untrained or
unethical roofer, and there’s a whole new risk.
He could pass off a cheap imitation as the genuine
article, then undercut a pro and botch the whole roof.
Leaving the roof to fail and let in water.
Of course, the rogue roofer knows full well that the roof
will fail. But he also knows, the problem won’t come to
light until long after he’s left the job. So he can avoid
the fallout. (Or return to the job, blame the
manufacturer…and get paid again to fix his own mess!)

Ethylene Propylene Diene
Terpolymer (EPDM) Rubber
Roofs
EPDM is a rubber membrane that’s bonded
to the structural deck - usually as a glued
system. The glue is affected by the weather
on site, so joins will come apart if it’s
applied when the air is too hot, too cold
or too wet.
The system is designed to
elongate, to allow for
building movement. But
some cheaper versions are as
thin as Pond Liner or inner
tube material. They can
shrink or stretch - leaving
water free to enter around
termination details.
That’s a heavy risk. But again,
the problem will fester for a
few years before the signs
are visible.

EPDM roof
with split edges

Side by Side…Consider the Risks
Felt Roofs

●

Poor elongation makes
it crack and split over
time (sooner, if the
wrong fixings let it pull
away from the wall)

●

The GRP is flammable
and toxic - a health and
safety risk

●

A manufacturer’s
guarantee will cover the
product only - NOT the
whole flat roof

IN ITS FAVOUR…
Felt is cheap and easy to obtain. And it can be installed
without specialist skills or training.

HOWEVER…
It’s an ugly, makeshift surface. It rarely lasts beyond 8-12
years. And along the way, it brings all manner of
problems.

New GRP roof
opening up

●

It cracks, splits and peels in frost and sunlight

●

Upstands and edge details are vulnerable

●

Vegetation grows on the roof

●

It’s dimensionally unstable

EPDM Roofing

●

Trapped moisture freezes and cracks the felt

IN ITS FAVOUR…

●

A manufacturer’s guarantee will cover the product
only - NOT the whole flat roof

It’s easy to fit, easy to buy. And you can install it without
heat, so glue is the only safety risk.

●

No-one is accountable when the roof starts to fail

HOWEVER…

●

Components are bought
separately, so no-one is
wholly responsible

EPDM is dull and industrial-like in appearance. And it’s
not always resilient - it depends on which version you
buy.

●

Installers use a naked
flame - potential fire
hazard

●

There’s no Quality
Control - cheap
products flood the
market

New Felt roof around 10 years
life expectancy

GRP Roofing
IN ITS FAVOUR…
It’s strong. It looks good. And there are no visible joins.
So if you hire a skilled installer, with a license to fit a
BBA-approved version, there’s a chance you could end
up with a solid roof.

●

Cheaper versions are easily punctured

●

Joins are vulnerable when sealed on site, especially
with cheaper glues (the membrane will often come
apart at the corners)

●

Like any adhesive-fixed membrane, it’s affected by dirt
or damp

●

It’s damaged by sunlight, so upstands and edge
details are vulnerable

●

Ballast or chippings are
needed to protect
against UV - but they’re
not always added

●

Failures are hard to find,
until after the damage is
done

●

A manufacturer’s
guarantee will cover the
product only - NOT the
whole flat roof

HOWEVER…
The system has an incredibly high failure rate. So it
comes down to risk management. Are you prepared to
roll the dice, and hope it all comes good?
●

It can ONLY be laid in temperatures from 5 - 25
degrees centigrade (get this wrong and the mix will
spoil, then the roof will fail)

●

It’s mixed on the rooftop, so high wind and rain
increase the risk of failure

●

As a liquid system, the thickness - and protection varies from roof to roof

●

It needs a brand new roof deck (an added expense plus a risk, as novices often build on the old structure)

●

The roof deck must be bone-dry when the resin goes
down - otherwise, moisture gets trapped in the layers,
and the membrane delaminates

●

Osmosis: the surface cracks when the top coat
becomes porous (and those cracks can go unnoticed,
without regular inspection)

New leaking
EPDM Roof

In some way or other, all these
popular systems are vulnerable.
Cheap versions are abundant - and
even the best versions carry some
risk.
It’s a headache. But thankfully, there
is one system that cuts through all
these problems.
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Poly Vinyl Chloride (PVC)
Single-Ply Roofs

New Vanguard roof with a 25 year
insurance-backed warranty

PVC Single-Ply out-performs rival systems
every step of the way.
It’s made from strong, flexible sheets that are laid and
heat-welded together to create a seamless waterproof
membrane. When it’s mechanically fixed to the roof, or
bonded with specialist glues, it forms a rigid defence. So
try as it might, water simply cannot seep through.
However, any existing moisture can escape.
A good quality PVC Single-Ply membrane is vapour
permeable. So if there’s trapped moisture on the deck,
the system will expel it - forcing the water to permeate
out over time.
That means the roof can be installed in most weathers,
without risk. This is a huge advantage in our
unpredictable climate - especially as felt, GRP and most
EPDM can only be fixed when the surface is bone dry.
Speaking of installation, it’s a quick and simple process
with very little scope for error. So if you’re on a tight
schedule, as with a new build project, there’s no other
choice.
Plus, you’ll find it wears as well - or better - than other
systems. Tests show that it will stretch without stressing,
allowing for cyclical building movement. It stands up to
ponding, with no adverse effects. And it won’t blister,
crack or split in frost or sunlight.
So it’s no surprise, early installations are still standing
after 50 years.
Better yet - this is the only system that’s free from
abuse. There are no cheap alternatives sold online
or over the counter. So choose this, and there’s
zero risk that you’ll be saddled with untrained
roofers and low-grade materials.
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At Proactive Flat Roofing, we have
extensive experience of working with every
system - and we’ve found that PVC SinglePly is the most effective all-round option.
It’s hard-wearing, low maintenance, and it can be
installed without the delays and uncertainty that other
systems bring.
So for customers, it’s near perfect. But there’s always
been one last hurdle:

The pain of dealing separately with
installers and manufacturers
We’re sure you’ll agree. If one company makes the system,
and another installs it, there’s a risk that you can find
yourself caught in the middle. If something goes wrong,
you could feel helpless and stranded as they pass issues
back and fore.
And you simply don’t need this headache. Whether you’re
a householder, builder, architect, developer or commercial
buyer, you just want the roof fitted - by someone who’s
in full control, who you can hold directly to account.
So we decided to set a new standard in the industry, by
developing our own proprietary PVC Single-Ply system.
Finally giving customers the chance to have their system
installed by the manufacturers - and taking away that
last ounce of uncertainty.
This decision started us on a journey, that took us across
Europe to explore the latest manufacturing technology.
We discovered new state-of-the-art extrusion
techniques, and integrated production facilities. And
realised - by working together with these factories:
We could produce a product that’s equal to
anything on the market. Giving you the very best
of PVC Single-Ply technology, from a UK-based firm
that’s both manufacturer and installer.

Introducing…

The Vanguard PVC
Single-Ply FusionWelded System
The ultimate waterproofing
solution for your new flat roof
Vanguard has been developed by a team that’s served
almost 50 years in commercial and domestic roofing from system development and manufacturing, to supply
and installation.
With this wealth of experience, every aspect of your
roofing project has been considered. Whether it’s a new
build or retrofit…for your home or business premises…
every stage of your project has been factored in.
The result is a unique system with outstanding
resistance to our natural weathering cycles. It
won’t crack in winter. Won’t blister in sunlight.
Won’t stress when hot air expands it. It just holds
tight, year after year.

Vanguard PVC Single-Ply
Roofing: at a glance
Here are some reasons why Vanguard is
literally the BEST you can choose:

It can be fitted over an existing roof saving you time and money

The membrane and fixings are pre-cut

and shaped in a controlled environment
- so it can be installed in most
conditions, without risk to the roof

It’s vapour permeable - releasing

moisture trapped in by the old top layer

The double fusion-welded joins won’t

come apart - so there’s no risk of letting
in water

As a highly-resistant all-weather system,
it’s fit for any climate

Permanent UV radiation prevents
peeling and cracking in sunlight

It’s designed to resist impact and

puncture from falling debris, like tiles
from a higher roof

It’s dimensionally stable with high-

tensile strength, so it can withstand
long-term stress caused by normal
building movement

Test Certificates issued by European

independent organisations confirm the
membranes meet the highest standards.

It’s ONLY fitted by registered and

certified installers - and there’s no
cheap imitation for rogues, cowboys
and novices

The Insurance Backed Guarantee covers
product and installation for up to 25
years

A Consequential Loss Guarantee

protects your home and possessions

A single UK company is fully

accountable for the system and
installation

What is Vanguard?
A polyester reinforced multi-layer waterproofing
system. The upper light layer gives unique
protection against weather and UV rays, while the
underlying black layer is ultra-resistant to impact
and puncture. And the ancillary metals are cut and
pre-bent to size, then supplied with bespoke fixings
- so every flat roof it covers becomes a perfect,
watertight envelope.

As manufacturer, our own Field

Technicians offer nationwide support

The standard lead grey finish looks
fantastic

The membrane is 100% recyclable protecting your environmental
footprint
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12 reasons why Vanguard PVC Single-Ply
Membrane is the best choice for your new roof
1. Dimensionally Stable, to Cope with
Cyclical Building Movement

4. Double-Welded Fusion Joins Applied
Safely - No Toxins or Naked Flames

Vanguard’s field sheet consists of a polyester reinforced
multi-layer membrane. It’s manufactured by coextruding multiple layers of synthetic premium-quality
plasticised polyvinyl chloride (PVC-P), interwoven on a
polyester carrier frame.

Most roofing systems use toxic chemicals or naked
flames during installation - raising a whole raft of Health
& Safety concerns. Felt, for example, uses a gas gun
naked flame to bond the surfaces with bitumen. While
GRP uses chemicals, mixed on site.

This makes it extremely strong, and flexible enough to
cope with expansion during hot spells. (Tests show it can
stretch up to 18-20% of its natural size without failing and do it consistently, as the roof breathes in and out.)

Gas guns are especially troublesome. To seal the joins
firmly, they apply an intense heat - which can cause the
timber structure to smoulder and catch alight, even after
the flame is switched off.

Compare that with GRP Fibreglass or mineral felt, that
won’t elongate, and finally you have a hard-wearing
system that won’t stress and crack as the roof expands.

To manage this risk, installers should wait an hour
before leaving the site - but in practice, this doesn’t
always happen. Then homeowners, site managers and
others are put in danger.

2. High Tensile Strength - High Resistance
to Impact and Puncture
Manufacturers of built-up systems may tell you that
PVC Single-Ply is too thin, and prone to puncture - but
it simply isn’t so. The 1.5mm reinforced membrane is
designed specifically to withstand all foreseeable
stresses, including the impact of falling slates and other
flying debris.
It’s incredibly hard to puncture this material. But if the
worst should happen, it’s also easy to repair. We can
make good quickly, without replacing the whole roof.

5. Vapour Permeable -

3. Split-Resistant Metal Perimeter and

Allowing Trapped Building Moisture Out

Upstand Flashing Details

We’ve talked about trapped moisture: the water vapours
that get locked into a roof that’s installed in the wrong
conditions. In felt roofs especially, the moisture can turn
to water and seep into the roof deck, or freeze and
crack the membrane.

Traditionally, flat roofs are most vulnerable around the
perimeter and flashing details, where the material is
stressed - bent at an angle of 90 degrees. In felt roofs,
this inevitably causes cracks and splits. Then water can
seep into the roof and damage the structural deck.
In liquid materials, especially asphalt, bends and stresses
also lead to slumping. If the material is overheated by
just a fraction, gravity takes over - and the result is an
unsightly mess.

Strong and permanent
split-resistant detail
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Thankfully, Vanguard can be installed virtually risk-free,
as the membrane doesn’t need chemicals or a gas gun
with a naked flame. In our controlled hot air welding
process, the joins are bonded
with a heat gun. It's set to a
predetermined temperature, so
there’s no fire hazard - and with
no room for error, the weld and
joins are consistent across the
Controlled Hot-Air
whole roof.
Welding Process

Vanguard is much
more resilient and
precise. As shown
here, a special
laminated metal
sheet is pre-bent to a
bespoke shape, then
fusion-welded to the
flashing detail. This
forms a strong and
permanent splitresistant detail that
will keep its shape,
and keep the
weather out for many
years to come.

It’s a serious risk - and it limits your options if you want
to build straight over the old roof.
If you applied GRP Fibreglass for example, or EPDM
Rubber, the new top layer would lock in the moisture.
So when it freezes, it would stress the new
waterproofing layer from below.
Vanguard protects against this with a vapour permeable
covering. Working like Gore-Tex®, our membrane is
breathable - turning trapped moisture into vapour, that
gets pushed out through the cells. So the roof remains
dry inside. And water won’t find a way back in, because
top layer is fully repellent. Think of it as a one-way valve.
This means Vanguard can be installed in any weather,
without storing up problems for the future - whether it’s
fitted as an overlay, or after the stripping the roof.

6. Ponding and Standing Water Cause
NO Adverse Effects
Remember what happens when pools of water collect
on the roof? The water can seep into the most
vulnerable points, only to freeze and crack the

membrane - while the substructure suffers under the
extra weight.

9. Strong enough to build on Enjoy the Rooftop Experience

But there’s no such risk with Vanguard. The system uses
fusion-welded joins, so there’s no way in for lingering
drops of water. Plus, the dimensionally stable membrane
can withstand the weight, and won’t crack if the water
freezes. There’s no short or long-term damage.

Your roof can be more than a functional space, to keep
out the water. You can add a roof terrace - your own
haven for long afternoons and lazy evenings. The
membrane is strong enough to take slabs or decking,
with the help of pedestal pads or other protective layers.

7. Solar and UV Reflective Coating
(No Unsightly Chippings or Moss)

10. Long Life - with a Low

Sunlight is an age-old problem for flat roofs. Traditional
materials like mineral felts and asphalt can “dry out” as
oils evaporate - then become brittle and lose their
flexibility. So they rely on
reflective chippings to
fend off UV rays.

Moss and lichen growing
on an old felt roof

But the chippings bring
new problems. They’re
unsightly. They block the
roof’s drainage when
they fall into gutters.
And they trap in moss
and lichen, that absorb
and retain moisture - so
inevitably, the roof
suffers when it freezes
over in winter.

The Vanguard System is
smarter. The upper light
layer has a special solar
and UV reflective
coating. So you won’t need chippings, and organic
matter won’t grow and weaken the roof.

Special Solar-Reflective
Coating

8. Thermally Efficient Fixing to Reduce
“Cold Bridging” in Warm Roofs
A cold bridge - also known as a thermal bridge - is any
point in the warm roof insulation that lets in hot or cold
air. It occurs whenever a fixing causes a break in the
insulation - most often, in a junction between a wall
and the floor or roof.
The gap can cause condensation, and damage the
surrounding timber - undermining the effect of the
waterproofing layer above.

“Whole Life” Cost
Vanguard is guaranteed for 25 years - but that’s just a
minimum standard. The system’s built-in resilience
means a well-maintained roof should hold tight for 40
years. Or longer - there are PVC Single-Ply roofs still
standing from the 1960s.
Of course it’s an investment, costing in at the higher
end of the range. But that gives you the proven
longevity and low maintenance of PVC Single-Ply. So in
whole life terms, it’s far more cost-effective than the
cheaper systems.
EXAMPLE: imagine you pay £10,000 for a fully-fitted
Vanguard system. It’s maintenance-free and backed by a
solid guarantee, so there’s no ongoing cost. So, over the
minimum 25-year lifespan, the annual cost is £400.
Compare that with a cheaper system like felt, that you
buy for £5000. With 6-monthly checks, plus
maintenance, you’d pay an extra £150 per year. So over
the guaranteed period (just 10 years), you’d pay £6500.
That’s an annual cost of £650.
And don’t forget…
As well as the extra lifetime cost, you’d have to start
over just 10 years down the line. That’s more upheaval and with inflation, you’ll be paying future prices.
It makes more sense to choose a solid long-term
solution, at today’s cost.

11. Low Carbon Footprint the Membrane is Fully Recyclable
If environmental issues concern you, Vanguard is the
natural choice. The raw materials and manufacturing
process have a minimal impact - far less than any other
system. And when the roof reaches the end of its
natural life, every component can be recycled. Nothing
goes to landfill.

Thermally-efficient fixings

12. Virtually Maintenance Free No More Weekends up a Ladder!
Most flat roofs need to be checked at least twice a year
- once in spring, then again in autumn. This is especially
important if the roof is vulnerable around joins and
flashings - as with Bitumen Felt roofs and, to some
degree, GRP Fibreglass.
To counter this, we’ve developed a new fixing method
for all Vanguard installations. The metal screw is placed
inside a special thermally-efficient tube, that’s countersunk within the body of the insulation.
This method dramatically reduces the risk of cold
bridging - protecting the roof void from all the effects of
condensation.

With Vanguard, however, it’s a totally different matter.
The waterproofing membrane and flashing details are so
resilient, there’s virtually no maintenance needed
throughout the roof’s natural life. You might want to
have it cleaned now and then, with soapy water. But
you won’t need to check for structural flaws. Enjoy your
weekends instead…
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Relax! Your roof is in the safest
hands…because you’re dealing directly
with the manufacturer
According to research, we’re the only PVC Single-Ply system manufacturer
anywhere in the UK to take 100% responsibility for installation - and
provide an unequivocal 25-year insurance-backed warranty.
Full Consultation... Design… Spec… Supply… Installation… Inspection… Sign-off.
Our customers deal with us directly - with no third parties passing the buck.
The flat roofing industry has always worked a certain
way: manufacturers make, then installers sell and install.
So, even if the manufacturer vets installers first, your
contract is with the people who fit the roof…not the
people who make it.
That causes problems. Who controls quality? Who’s
bound by the guarantee? And is the system perfect for
the roof in every way?
There are so many pitfalls there - so many risks for the
customer - that we decided to flip this whole thing on
its head. With Vanguard, you’re buying directly from the
manufacturer. So your installer works for us…and as
they say, the buck stops here.

What does all this mean to you
in practice? Well, consider this…
A FULLY BESPOKE FIT FOR YOUR ROOF
Vanguard is not just a standard roll of material that’s
laid out and stuck down, hoping for a watertight finish.
It’s made of various components that are individually
designed for your roof. Factory-made, then bonded
together on site by highly skilled installers.
Why bespoke? It’s crucial, because every roof is
different. (You only have to look at stressed material on
a typical flat roof to know that customisation is a must not a luxury!)
So we tailor-make the membrane, to a custom size
and shape. Produce the pre-bent metal trims at specific
angles. Fixings, insulation, outlets…everything down to
the leaf guards is specified to suit the nuances of your
roof.
The result is a precise and seamless watertight finish
that feels integral to the property - not a late addition.

QUALITY CONTROL
You can’t walk into a shop and buy the Vanguard
system. Our reputation matters, so we’ve made it
impossible for DIYers and rogue or cowboy installers to
get their hands on it. We manufacture and install the
system, using our own closed network of approved,
highly trained and qualified installers. They’re handpicked, closely vetted and constantly reassessed on site,
to make sure they stick rigidly to our model of best
practice.
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And on larger roofs, we go a step further. There’ll be
more at stake, so we insist on an independent post
installation roof check - backed by a written report to
confirm that our system is correctly installed.
We simply won’t allow poor workmanship to put your
roof at risk.

MANUFACTURER’S 25 YEAR GUARANTEE INSURANCE-UNDERWRITTEN
We’ve said it before, but it’s worth repeating - most
roofing guarantees are worthless. Because they’re issued
by the installer - not the manufacturer. That puts the
customer between a rock and a hard place: if something
goes wrong, the two parties can blame each other…
so nothing gets resolved.
And remember - few guarantees are backed by an
insurance company, so customers are stranded if the
installer goes out of business.
Plus, the guarantee could exclude essentials like
insulation and fixings, if components have come from
multiple sources - as they often do.
Vanguard gives you a much safer, simpler guarantee. It’s
fully insurance-backed to cover every inch of your roof:
material, fixings, insulation, plus fitting…it’s all included.
So in the unlikely event of a problem, you can rest easy.
There’ll be no blame game, and no limbo time while
you sit and wait for an answer. We’ll take it on
immediately, without passing you from pillar to post.

Keeping your roof - and possessions
- safe and secure.
That’s our commitment.

Installing Vanguard:
The 6 Easy Steps to Completion
Whether it’s a new build or replacement, for a home or business property, we’ll work with
you to create a solid, long-lasting roof. Step by step:

REPLACEMENT ROOF

NEW BUILD ROOF

1

1

Roof Condition Survey

Review Plans

A fully trained surveyor will assess the roof structure. Taking
measurements, photos and possibly core samples, he’ll see if it’s in a fit
state to receive the Vanguard system.

We’ll review your architect’s plans or
drawings, then one of our Estimators will
call you to discuss the spec in more detail.

If the roof is sound, we can build straight onto it. But if it’s soft or
rotting, we’ll need to replace it with 18mm OSB3 (Oriented Strand or
Sterling Boards).
The surveyor will also check insulation against building regulations. If it’s
in a cold roof over a heated living space, it will need upgrading. So we’d
convert to a warm roof, with high-performance insulation that locks out
drafts and lowers heating bills.

2

2
Agree Finer Points

What are your practical needs for the roof, like recreational use or access? And what about appearance? We’ll discuss
colour options, and your choice of style - for example, a lead or zinc-like appearance for a more traditional look.

3

3

Review and Report Back

Review and Report Back

We’ll go away and review the survey. Then come back to you with a
written Condition Report, together with costs and an Action Plan.

We’ll mark up your plans, then report
back with a bill of quantities with costs
and action plan.

4
Install Vanguard waterproofing system as an insulated warm roof if appropriate
One of our hand-picked installation crews will fit the roof to specification. To include appropriate fixing methods, welding
of all joins and seams, termination details, perimeter edges, upstands, internal gutters, outlets, and penetrations.

5
Electronic Leak Test (Optional)
For added peace of mind, you can opt for an advanced inspection. Using the latest equipment, we’ll check every seam and
detect any hole or defect. This test is accurate to 1 micron, or the equivalent of a pin-hole.

6
Add Living Space (Optional)
Vanguard is strong enough to hold additional weight. So you can add a balcony or terrace, with decking, slabs or tiles. Or
add an environmentally friendly green roof. You decide.
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New Build, Replacements, Refurbs…
we’ve always got the answer
We build domestic and commercial roofs, for new properties and old. So we work with
homeowners and landlords. Corporate buyers, public sector. And with the construction
professionals who manage the work: developers, architects, local builders and major
contractors.
The end result is always the same: a solid, watertight roof that stands the test of time.
But how we get there is another matter. Because at the start of the project, everyone has their
own challenges…
HOMEOWNERS

SITE SERVICES MANAGERS

As we’ve already said, the flat roofing industry is a shark
tank. From well-meaning but inept roofers with minimal
training, to unqualified trades people building roofs as
an add-on. Not forgetting the scam artists selling cutprice roofing that quickly fails.

We take the same approach with trade premises,
industrial units, schools, hospitals and the like. A
detailed investigation, then a fully-costed and plannedout proposal - backed by all the supporting evidence
you need.

It’s a lottery for any homeowner, and the stakes are
pretty high.

This is standard, whether we’re quoting alone or
tendering for work. Our comprehensive submission will
account for every stage of the build, and every
eventuality.

So we’ve made it our mission to raise the standard acting as we believe all roofing professionals should. We
don’t pressure-sell. We don’t blind people with science.
And we don’t replace roofs that don’t need replacing!
We just talk to you. Setting out your options clearly, and
leaving you to decide.
If it’s a replacement, we’ll find out why you’re
concerned for the roof. Then we’ll inspect it and write
up a fully-costed report. No detail too minor.
Or if it’s a building project - like a self-build or refurb we’ll start by reviewing and marking up your plans.
Then you’ll have a full cost, and your builders will know
exactly what’s needed before the roof goes on.
Either way, we don’t expect an instant YES or NO.
Reporting back to you is a painstaking process. So we’ll
do our initial fact-find, confirm it all in writing, then you
can instruct us when you’re ready to go.
Because the project needs to work to your timescale not ours.

LANDLORDS
If you rent out your property, you’ll have specific
protocols to follow under the Landlord and Tenant Act
1985 - to show the property is “fit for human
habitation”.
Every roof we build meets - and exceeds - required
standards. But we know, that’s something you’ll need to
demonstrate. So we’ll give you all the documented
evidence you need to show compliance.
Result: minimal disruption to your rental income.
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We can go this extra mile, addressing every detail,
because we’re both installer and manufacturer. We
know our own system and how we’ll custom-make it
for your roof. We know the hazards of handing over
between trades, and how to guard against them.
We know what you’ll need from us - the details, the
assurances - in order to greenlight the project. So every
issue is covered.
Then, as we proceed to the build, we’ll report back at
every milestone. So you won’t need to waste time
chasing updates and micro-managing tasks.

Working on a Construction Project?
Single or multiple plots, we work with every kind of development - managing the flat
roofing work from initial spec to install.
It’s all about keeping the project running, on time and on budget. And making sure no problems
are stored up for the future. We’ve seen works grind to a halt when flat roofs were wrongly
specified. So our role is to steer that phase of the build, with no “nasty surprises”.

A green roof laid over the Vanguard
system on a new build property

DEVELOPERS

BUILDING CONTRACTORS

We know that roofing contractors are notoriously
unreliable. Failing to be on site at their appointed time
in the schedule - or offering no flexibility when the build
hits a delay.

You’ve got a whole site to run. Permits. Highways.
Trades. Materials. It all falls on your shoulders, and noone seems capable of managing themselves!

And we know you simply can’t afford to work that way.
The knock-on effects are too severe - so we won’t let it
happen.

So we’ll be one less headache - taking care of the flat
roofing work without draining your time and energy.
Just bring us in at the planning stage, and we’ll work
with you through to the end.

When we work with you, we become your flat roofing
partner, with full accountability. So we’ll specify. We’ll
supply. We’ll build the structural roof, working with your
builders for a seamless handover. Then we’ll fit the
waterproofing layer, taking care of every last detail.
Even co-ordinating follow-on works like decking, slabs
or green space.

ARCHITECTS
We work closely with architects, who keep telling us
the same thing: they find it incredibly hard to specify a
flat roof, because there’s so much misinformation flying
around.
It creates problems. Every week, we see architect’s
drawings with specs taken in good faith from flat
roofing websites. And every week, we have to
recommend - sometimes drastic - changes. Because the
spec ignores major flaws in materials and methods.
So if you’re specifying a new site, let’s work together
from the off. Tell us about the project, and what the
client wants - in terms of appearance, maintenance,
budget, function and more.
Let us know. And we’ll put a watertight spec together,
including a fully costed bill of materials and works.

Get Started Now.
Call 01784 730 640
to arrange a site visit.
Or send your plans to
plans@mailpps.co.uk
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A Customer’s Story
“We came home to find our kitchen ceiling
had caved in. There was water, plaster and
mess everywhere!”
The first leak can be a sign that the roof is failing fast. When it comes, you can’t delay
the inevitable. As Steve and Deb discovered…

After the kitchen ceiling caved in...

When Steve & Deb moved into their west country
bungalow, they knew from their surveyor that the roof
would need replacing. But they also needed a new
boiler, and the windows needed attention. So they
hoped the roof would hold for a few more years.

They knew they wanted a warm roof - that was an easy
call. But choosing the waterproofing system was more
of a headache. So Deb created a matrix, comparing one
roofing type with another. Scoring each for cost, quality,
safety and longevity.

That didn’t work out. When winter came, they noticed
occasional drips coming through the ceiling. They’d
patch things up with a rubber sealant - but each time
they stopped a leak, another would appear.

Once they had all the data in front of them, they
rejected GRP fibreglass and EPDM Rubber - neither gave
them the all-weather resilience they wanted. Only PVC
Single-Ply seemed to tick all their boxes. But they’d also
heard that newer felt systems were stronger than the
old type - so they decided to get quotes for both.

Soon, they had pots and pans dotted around the house,
catching water. Then, when heavy rain came and a
deluge fell into the breakfast room, they knew they had
a serious problem on their hands.
Steve made a DIY repair, knowing it wouldn’t last. But it
held off the rain for 4 months, so they turned their
attention back to the rest of the house.
Until one evening, when they came home from a cricket
match.
The kitchen ceiling was gone, and part of the roof
had fallen through. The floor was caked in plaster
and polystyrene, and pieces of rotten timber that
looked more like straw.
The problem was more than urgent now - but still, they
didn’t rush to a knee-jerk decision.
They’re methodical people by nature, so they set about
researching their options thoroughly.
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They contacted four roofing companies: Proactive, and
three from their local area. And as we’ve often found,
they were unimpressed with most of the people they
met.
As Deb recalls: “One company sent someone who knew
nothing about roofing - he was just a salesman. And I
realised, he did sales for lots of building companies. So I
didn’t trust him. He had a library of photos, but I
couldn’t be sure they were from the company he was
talking about.”
And that was just the start. Another agent missed the
mark by dismissing health and safety - saying guardrails
were unnecessary, and “if people fall, they fall!”
Another didn’t bother to even measure the roof. So
there was no way he could come back with an accurate
cost.

It seemed they were all there to get
a signed contract - not to devise a
solution
To quote Steve: “With some companies, we were
getting the full salesman works, when we just wanted
good information. Proactive gave us that information and also gave us good expectations, like telling us up
front it wouldn’t be the cheapest.”
And when it came to costing?
One company didn’t bother to follow up with a cost.
While others sent in flimsy quotes, mostly back-of-anenvelope style - all of them light on detail, assurances
and credentials.
Then we responded. Submitting a detailed proposal,
with a full method statement that broke down every
stage of work. All costs were laid out transparently, so
they could review and assess.
And we invited them to call with any queries - which
they did.
Deb says, “I phoned many times with lots of technical
questions, and Proactive could answer them easily. Then
I phoned some of the other suppliers with exactly the
same questions, but they couldn’t answer off the cuff.
In fact, they didn’t even offer to research the answer
and come back to me!”
Soon after this, they invited us to do the work.
We weren’t the cheapest, of course, because we’d
shown that we won’t cut corners. But we were still
competitive - as it turned out, only a little more
expensive than the quote they had for a felt roof!
When you consider longevity and maintenance,
there’s no doubt: the whole of life cost with us
was considerably less.
And that’s before you factor in the value of working
with a supplier you can trust. As Deb explains:
“Proactive made us feel comfortable right from the
beginning. They weren’t pushy or salesy at all. They
answered all our questions and did a thorough survey
before giving us a price.
“We took our time to decide, going back with questions
and potential problems we’d thought of, yet they never
failed to give us the time we needed and find the
solutions that would work for us.”
Our team worked round the clock to
finish a week ahead of schedule

They also liked the fact that we install our own product.
Deb works as a project manager, and hates it when
people pass the buck - so she saw us as a breath of
fresh air. As she recalls:
“I’ve been in a situation before where a builder will
blame the product, then you go the manufacturer and
they’ll blame the builder. That’s happened to me on a
previous job, so I felt more comfortable with Proactive.”
And what of the job itself? Here’s what Steve
has to say:
“When they started the work, we were anxious
because it meant we’d be exposed, with only
plasterboard between us and the elements. But our
worries were unnecessary. The site guys were amazing.
They took great care of our property and made sure to
cover it well at the end of the day to protect our home
and keep us dry.
“They kept us informed every step of the way, so we
knew how it was going and what to expect. A few
issues occurred, like finding rotten joists when they took
the old roof off, but they handled them brilliantly,
finding us the best solutions and keeping the project
moving forward.
“They finished the job a week ahead of schedule,
putting in long days to make the most of the good
weather and get the job done.”
And that’s the standard we promise to every one
of our customers. A custom-fit solution that comes
in on time and on budget - with no surprises or
after-shocks.
Here’s a final word from Deb:
“We’re really happy we chose Proactive and would
recommend them to anyone as a company you can
trust. The process was easy, and the finished result is
exactly what we wanted!”
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Frequently Asked Questions
By now, you’ve probably lined up a whole set of questions. Obviously, we can’t answer
everything here, in just a few pages. But we can answer the main questions - the ones we
hear every day. Here goes...

No labour costs for removing - and disposing

What makes The Vanguard
Waterproofing System the
best choice for my roof?

A:

turns into a building site

Vanguard is made of PVC Single-Ply: the only
system designed specifically to meet the unique
challenges of flat roofs. It’s 100% waterproof.
UV protected. Non-toxic. Vapour permeable.
So we can guarantee it for a full 25 years.
After years of working with different systems, we
developed Vanguard to be the best, most costeffective, long-term solution for domestic and
commercial flat roofs in the world today.

How long will my Vanguard
Waterproofing System last?

A:

of - the old roof

No need to put your life on hold as your home
HOWEVER - we can’t give you a definite
timescale until we’ve inspected the roof. So
turn to the back and ask us for a free survey
and quotation.

How much does a Vanguardfitted roof cost? Can you
give me a ballpark figure?

A:

Your 25 Year Guarantee is a minimum lifespan.
If the roof is well-maintained, it should last 40-50
years before needing replacement.
And remember - your guarantee comes with an
insurance-backed policy. So you can be certain
your roof will still be there, a generation on.
Most flat roof guarantees have no insurance
element - leaving customers vulnerable if their
fitters go out of business. We won’t expose you
to this kind of risk, so our insurers underwrite
everything.
That’s the assurance you get from a company
that’s both installer and manufacturer.

How long does Vanguard
take to install?

A:
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The curious thing about Vanguard is, it’s sturdier
than other systems - but it takes much less time
to install. That’s because the membrane is pre-cut
to size, and it can be fitted directly over your old
roof - saving you the time and money of stripping
it out and starting over.
You can’t overlay like this with a liquid system, as
you’d create an uneven surface. You can’t overlay
with a non-permeable system, as trapped
moisture would threaten the roof. But Vanguard
is a solid membrane that brings moisture to the
surface. So unless we need to remove the top
layer to repair structural damage, overlaying is
perfectly fine.
Just think what that means to you:
No need to vacate the living or work space
below
No leaving parts of your home or property
exposed to the elements

Every roof is different. So if we gave you a
number right now, it would be a finger in the
wind.
The problem is, there are so many variables.
As well as the size and shape of the roof, we
have to consider:
● Is it a new building? If so, how will the other
works on site affect the schedule?
● Is it a refurb? If so, what’s the state of the roof
deck and insulation?
● What’s the purpose of the building - and does
that affect regulations?
● Are there access issues, or Health & Safety
hazards we need to account for?
It all makes a difference, so it’s impossible to
predict the final cost. A domestic roof could be as
little as £3000 or as much as £30,000.
You do need a figure, though. So we’re offering
you a free survey and consultation.
We’ll come out to you and measure up - or
review your plans - and assess your needs down
to the last detail. Then within a few days, you’ll
have a written quote. And all the time you need
to review it - no getting pestered for a decision.

I’ve already had a quote that
looks like a good deal. Why
carry on looking?

A:

It comes back to that phrase, “Buy cheap, pay
twice”. When a deal looks too good to be true,
there’s always a hidden danger. A cut-price quote
could mean you’re getting cheap imitation
materials, that won’t stand the test of time. Or
it’s being installed by a novice crew, who don’t
have the specialist training to fit a high-end
system. Or the installer is cutting corners, like
skimping on insulation.

Go ahead, and the roof will soon become a
money pit. Needing constant repair, and early
replacement. It simply isn’t worth it.

Is it sensible to get three
quotes and compare?

A:

It depends. The Work at Height Regulations 2005
demand that suitable fall protection is in place.
For some jobs, that means scaffolding. For others,
it means simple edge protection like a guardrail
and toe board.
However, rogue roofers will often ignore this rule
and use nothing but ladders. This is not a suitable
option. Regulations state that ladders can only be
used for low-risk, short duration work - or in
spaces where it’s not possible to use safer
equipment.
This is a critical matter, and any reputable roofer
will address it with you before proceeding because you both have a vested interest in the
outcome. They have a duty to protect their staff
and customers, and you may find that your
insurance is affected if your home is the site of
an accident.
If you have any doubts about this before work
begins, you should check The Health & Safety
Executive’s website: www.HSE.gov.uk

Do you hold public liability
insurance?

A:

Yes - to the value of £5 million.

Do your installers comply
fully with Health & Safety
regulations?

A:

A:

Not necessarily. It could just cause confusion,
because the three roofers will likely have different
plans for your roof. If someone’s offering to do it
properly, while another’s using cheap labour and
materials, it’s hard to make an ‘apples-for-apples’
comparison.
So it’s better to start with a roofer you can trust.
Let them set out your options, and explain where
a rogue roofer might skimp on costs.
We’ll be happy to get you started, with a free
survey and consultation.

Can the Vanguard system be
fixed to the roof without
scaffolding?

A:

My roof was insulated years
ago. Why does it have to be
redone?
The government has strict fuel conservation
targets - so they see roofing work as a chance to
increase insulation, and reduce consumption.
So in 2006, and again in 2010, new building
regulations came in - affecting any refurbishment
that replaces 50% of a flat roof.
In essence, the law says that any new flat roof
that sits over a heated area must be insulated to
a minimum depth. For standard wool type
insulation, that depth is 280mm - which simply
can’t be achieved in a typical flat roof space.
But if your roofer uses solid PIR boards, as we
recommend, the mandatory depth reduces to
120mm.

ant part...
And here’s the import
These regulations are strictly enforced, with the
legal duty falling on the home owner as well as
the roofer. If you don’t comply, you risk a fine of
up to £5,000 - plus the added cost of putting the
work right.
If you want to read up on this, check
www.gov.uk for Part L Regulations on
Conservation of Fuel and Power.

Will I have to deal with
Building Control?

A:

That depends on where you live...and who you
hire. Firstly, there’s Planning Permission. Any
reputable roofer will discuss this with you at the
start of the project. And if it’s needed, they
should be able to help you through the red tape.
Then, at the end of the project, you’re going to
need a Building Works Completion Certificate:
your confirmation that the work complies with
the government’s Part L Regulations, as above.
This certificate is vital. It will probably be needed
to activate your guarantee. Plus, you’ll need to
supply it when you come to sell the house.
So, getting your hands on it is an A1 priority!
Most certificates are issued through Building
Control. An officer will visit the site and inspect
the roof - then if all is compliant, they’ll issue the
certificate. They’ll charge a flat fee for this,
usually £140.
However, the best companies... Proactive Flat
Roofing included... can help with this and save
the hassle.

Yes. Every project begins with a complete set of
RAMS (Risk Assessment & Method Statement),
and all protocols are then adhered to throughout
the installation. We also follow CDM 2015, to
show exactly how we’ll plan and organise the
work.
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The Difference With
Proactive Flat Roofing
We’re called Proactive for a reason. We
always nip problems in the bud, before
they can get out of hand. In an industry
that’s always reactive - responding slowly
after a crisis - we think you’ll find us
refreshingly easy to deal with.
That’s not empty rhetoric. Between us, we've spent 45
years in the roofing industry. That’s a wealth of
experience, of time spent studying new methods and
innovations. So we see pitfalls, risks and solutions that
others can easily miss - whether it’s at the design stage,
installation or inspection.
Vanguard is the product of all that experience: our
response to roofing systems that never quite ticked
every box. And it’s backed up by the very highest level
of service we can give you - the service every flat roofer
promises, but very few deliver!

“Professional. That’s the word to describe Stephen.
He lets you know what all your options are, and the
pros and cons of each. He guides you to the best
solution rather than just pushing a product.”
Jim Nicholson
Estate Manager - Parkway Shopping Centre & Residential
Apartments Newbury

“I could not recommend Proactive highly enough.
Their unwavering support sets them apart from the rest.
Andy provided crucial technical advice on a particularly
difficult project. He’s been extremely helpful, going over
and above the initial brief. I can’t thank him enough for
all his help, and will not hesitate to contact him again
on future developments.”
Louise Tucker
Kersfield LTD

Of course, we doubt we’ll be the cheapest. We
only use the best installers and materials, and
they come at a cost. But as you’ve seen, cheap
is dangerous - so we work with customers who
care less about penny savings, more about
value and quality.
“After having worked with Paull for seven years, I would
like to say he is my friend as much as a business associate. I
can trust him implicitly and that is not something I can say
about many people. In the past, I’ve had to deal with serious
problems caused by other contractors. Nowadays, Paull is the
only person I trust to undertake work on my projects.”
Roger Line
Director of Premier Basements

“I can’t recommend Paull highly enough. He was a
professional from day one until the end. We were
always piling a bit of pressure on him to get things done
quickly and making sure that designs and drawings
were turned around really quickly. Nothing seemed to
faze him really. He always delivered and he’s the first
person you should call if you need any roofing done.”
Dean Holmes
Senior Project Manager - Denton Associates

“Working with Stephen and Paull makes it easy and
gives us the confidence and ability to do a good job.”
Nick Medforth
Nick Medforth Building Contractor Ltd

To hear more from our customers, take a look at

www.proactiveflatroofing.co.uk/reviews

Getting Started:
What Happens Next?
Hopefully by now, you can see why so many
flat roofs fail. You know the methods, the
type of fitters, and the materials to avoid.
And hopefully, you can see why Vanguard PVC SinglePly is the natural choice. Beating all other systems for
resilience, speed, easy maintenance, whole-of-life
cost…even appearance.
But we know, a guide like this can raise more questions
than it answers! Our guess is, you’ve been jotting down
queries as you go…so you’ll have a dozen points or
more to clear up.
Specifically, you’ll want to know how this applies to you.
Whether you’re fixing an old roof, fitting a replacement,
or building a whole new property.
So, the next step is, talk to an expert. Someone who
can look at your roof, or your plans, and hear all your
concerns - then walk you through the process, and give
a fixed cost for the work.
And that’s our cue…

If we’re the type of roofing partner you’re looking
for, let’s get started with a free consultation
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A £250 Flat Roofing Survey & Consultation

FREE of Charge
Yes, we know - every flat roofing company in Britain offers free surveys!
So what makes this such a big deal?
Because, remember, there are “surveys” and there are surveys. An untrained salesman poking his head into
the loft is not a survey. A pro roofer taking a casual look around is not a survey.
A survey takes time.
Time to inspect the roof for signs of signs of weakness or decay. Or inspect the plans, to make sure the roof
is designed to eliminate draughts and condensation. It’s a thorough process - and it’s all part of a
consultation, where we’ll find out exactly what you want, and need, from the roof.
Here’s how it works:

FOR EXISTING ROOFS:

FOR NEW BUILD ROOFS:

In depth phone conversation to

You send us your plans - or book a site visit with

Book a site visit with one of our Flat

We upload your information to our Estimate

Carry out a complete 10 Point Survey

One of our team reviews your plans, and any

establish goals and challenges
Roofing Surveyors

of your roof: including its condition,
dimensions and any access issues

Review the survey and any findings
you wish to discuss

Compile a written report with

photographs showing you where the
issues are

Create a written Flat Roofing Action
Plan, with a range of solutions and
pricing options

Send you the report and Action Plan then you decide what happens next

one of our Flat Roofing Surveyors
Tracking System (ETS)

supporting documents

In-depth phone conversation to establish

specifications, plus your project goals and challenges

Discuss any potential issues - and solutions - with
your design team

Produce a marked-up roof plan that fits with your
building scheme

Create a full Bill of Quantities, pricing items
line by line

Create a written Flat Roofing Action Plan, with a
range of solutions and pricing options

Send you the report and Action Plan - then you
decide what happens next

How to Qualify for This Offer
As we’re sure you’ll appreciate, we can’t extend this offer to everyone. We’re providing a
personal service to a select group of customers - so in any given week, we can only see a
limited number of people.
So, to qualify for a FREE Survey & Consultation, we simply ask that:

You’re looking for quality. Price matters of course, but in your book, standards come first.
You’re serious about solving your flat roofing problems once and for all.
We‘ll get to meet the person who's responsible for the roof - so we can make sure that we answer
every question.

If you agree that this is a fair proposition, let’s put a date in the diary
for your FREE Survey & Consultation now.
Just call Proactive Flat Roofing on 01784 730 640

Or apply online: www.proactiveflatroofing.co.uk/book-a-survey
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Ready to Start Your Flat Roof
Project? Arrange Your FREE
Survey & Consultation Now
If you’re adding a new flat roof, or
replacing an old one, let us take a look
and tell you what’s involved.
Remember, there’s no charge for this. And it’s not
another quoting exercise - you’re getting a detailed
report, with expert recommendations. All without
obligation.
We’ll give you the information you need, then let
you make up your own mind.

To Arrange Your FREE
Survey & Consultation, Call
Proactive Flat Roofing on

01784 730 640
or go to
www.proactiveflatroofing.co.uk
/book-a-survey

We hope you’ll agree, our proactive approach is
a little different - a world away from the
unprofessional methods that blight this industry.

We look forward to meeting you soon
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